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Manual Functional Annotation

� The rationale behind manual annotation

� The process of annotating eukaryotic genes manually

� Software tools we use for manual annotation

� Steps you can take to annotate or verify an annotatiom

In this class, we will cover:
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Uses for Annotation Knowledge

� Understanding and assessing quality of 

existing annotations

� Annotating a new genome

� Reannotating an existing genome
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Evaluating existing annotations

A gene accession usually has information associated 
with it. 

� How did it get its name? 

� How plausible is the function assigned to it?

� Where did this information come from?

� Is the information accurate?  Can you rely on it?
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Goals of the Annotation Process

� to determine the function of the protein, if possible;

� to assign attributes to the protein:  functional name, 
symbol, GO terms, comments as needed;

� to be as specific as evidence supports, erring on the 
side of accuracy rather than specificity; 

� to store supporting evidence for the assigned attributes;

� to make the information available as appropriate. 

Some of the goals of annotation of gene products are:
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Manual vs. automated annotations

Automated annotation:
� derived from computational approaches
� use of different methods at different centers
� complicated by high volumes of data 

The highest quality annotation often requires 
manual review and intervention.
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Functional Annotation

Manual curation

Verify Structural Annotation

GO Metabolic
Pathways

EC Number

BLAST

Protein/gene families

Motifs

Domains

Functional Assignment

Analyze results 
of automated 
annotation
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First, verify the gene structure

� Check to be sure the gene structure before 
you put effort into the functional annotation:

� Look at the evidence
� Verify against EST/cDNA, BLAST hits…

� Correct the gene structure

if necessary.
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Verify evidence from automated annotation

- BLAST matches 
- Domains 
- Prosite, Interpro classifications
- Motifs
- Signal Sequence
- Target Sequence
- EC number
- Transmembrane domain(s)
- Paralogous families
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Homology Searching for Functional Annotation

� WU BLAST http://blast.wustl.edu/ with links to many 

servers

� NCBI BLAST http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast /

� Pfam profiles (profiles, or HMMs)   

http://pfam.wustl.edu/

� TIGRFAMS (profiles, or HMMs)   

http://tigrblast.tigr.org/web-hmm/

� SCOP (profiles, or HMMs)

http://iris.physics.iisc.ernet.in/scop/

� CDD (conserved domain database)

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/

cdd/cdd.shtml

� Prosite (profiles & families)  

http://ca.expasy.org/tools/scanprosite/

� Interpro (families) http://www.ebi.ac.uk/InterProScan/

� Swiss-Prot http://au.expasy.org/sprot/

� TmHMM (transmembrane domain) 

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/

� SignalP (signal peptide cleavage sites) 

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/

� TargetP (subcellular location) 

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/

� PSI-BLAST (NCBI) link at 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/

� Protein families and clustering

- JCVI Paralogous Families (not yet available outside of JCVI)

- TribeMCL http://micans.org/mcl/

- Superfamily http://supfam.mrc-

lmb.cam.ac.uk/SUPERFAMILY/

Tools that are available to help you characterize a sequenceTools that are available to help you characterize a sequenceTools that are available to help you characterize a sequenceTools that are available to help you characterize a sequence
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Databases to search

� NCBI Blast http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/

� JCVI/TIGR eukaryotic databases http://www.tigr.org/tdb/euk/
(follow links to each database)

� JCVI/TIGR Blast (Rice, Arabidopsis) 
http://tigrblast.tigr.org/euk-blast/index.cgi?project=osa1

� Dana Farber Gene Indices 
http://compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi/tgipage.html

� JCVI CMR (microbial) http://tigrblast.tigr.org/cmr-blast/

� Sanger projects http://www.sanger.ac.uk/DataSearch/

� WU GSC Blast Server  http://genome.wustl.edu/tools/blast/

…and many others
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Manatee

� Manatee is a web-based gene evaluation and 
genome annotation tool.

� Manatee can store and present annotation for 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes.

� We use Manatee for manual annotation.              
You can, too, if you have the support of an IT 
department, or a capable engineer. 

� Download it at: 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/manatee/
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Use all possible resources…
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Example 1

protein sequence:

>unknown_T. brucei protein_sequence
MLRRLGVRHFRRTPLLFVGGDGSIFERYTE
IDNSNERRINALKGCGMFEDEWIATEKVHG
ANFGIYSIEGEKMIRYAKRSGIMPPNEHFFG
YHILIPELQRYITSIREMLCEKQKKKLHVVL
INGELFGGKYDHPSVPKTRKTVMVAGKPR
TISAVQTDSFPQYSPDLHFYAFDIKYKETED
GDYTTLVYDEAIELFQRVPGLLYARAVIRG
PMSKVAAFDVERFVTTIPPLVGMGNYPLTG
NWAEGLVVKHSRLGMAGFDPKGPTVLKF
KCTAFQEISTDRAQGPRVDEMRNVRRDSIN
RAGVQLPDLESIVQDPIQLEASKLLLNHVCE
NRLKNVLSKIGTEPFEKEEMTPDQLATLLA
KDVLKDFLKDTEPSIVNIPVLIRKDLTRYVIF
ESRRLVCSQWKDILKRQSPDFSE* 

Our first example will be a protein sequence from Trypanosoma 
brucei.  Our task will be to annotate this protein sequence as 
fully as possible, given the tools at hand.
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Verify the gene structure

Gene
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NCBI BLAST NCBI BLAST tools at: 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/.

Nucleotide 
�Protein

Nucleotide 
�Protein

TBLASTX

Protein
Nucleotide 
�Protein

TBLASTN

Nucleotide 
� Protein

ProteinBLASTX

ProteinProteinBLASTP

NucleotideNucleotideBLASTN

QueryDatabaseProgram

Read � as “translated to”
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BLAST: What makes a good alignment?

� minimum of 35% identity, better 40% & up
� higher for short proteins

� score is weighted for length

� full length match
� at least 80% of both proteins

It depends on what you are trying to prove!

See explanation of BLAST 
scores in extra slides.
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Example 1:  run NCBI BLAST

BLASTP – protein against protein

Results:
The first hit in the BLASTP 
output, a 100% match, is 
to a genome project 
submission, which means 
that the entry is not 
characterized:
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Example 1: 
navigating 
BLAST output

The alignment reveals three 
positions with sequence 
variations:

I103V (very similar, both 
hydrophobic) 
conservative

D182G (negative, hydrophilic 
to tiny polar) non-
conservative

V364A (nonpolar, aliphatic, 
hydrophobic to tiny, 
nonpolar, aliphatic) 
conservative

The second hit in the 
BLAST output, a 99% 
match, is to a published 
Swiss-Prot entry.

See Glossary entry for SNP
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Identity vs. similarity
- Identity means amino acids match exactly
- Similarity means the amino acids share either similar structure or properties 

(aromatic, hydrophilic, acidic, basic, etc) and thus MIGHT carry out the same or 
similar roles in the protein.

From O’Reilly BLAST (2003), Ch. 4
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The alignment reveals three positions with sequence variations:
� I103V (very similar, both hydrophobic) conservative

� D182G (negative, hydrophilic to tiny polar) non-conservative

� V364A (nonpolar, aliphatic, hydrophobic to tiny, nonpolar, aliphatic) conservative

Differences in the amino acids
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Example 1: check distance tree and alignments from NCBI BLAST output

Click here at the branch point

TbREL2

TcREL2

LmREL2
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Swiss-Prot

The protein sequence is 
99% identical to the 
sequence of this Swiss-
Prot entry, P82864.
Protein name is
“RNA-editing ligase 2, 
mitochondrial.”

Gene name is ‘REL2.’
Gene Ontology terms
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Second 
Swiss-Prot
Page

The three SNPs we 
noted are noted here in 
the Swiss-Prot record.

Click on the hyperlink to 
look at this publication.
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Interpro
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/
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Interpro result
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Pubmed

� Read the abstract.
� If promising, read the 

paper to be sure protein 
is characterized.

� If characterized, it is good 
evidence for naming our 
protein sequence.
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The paper
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HMMs
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Domain A

Domain A

Domain A

Domain A

Domain A

Varied amino 
acid sequences

Similar 
functions Domains are conserved regions of proteins 

with functions that have been conserved 
throughout evolution.
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Pfam
http://pfam.janiela.org/

Pfam is a large collection of protein families.  The families are 
built around domain composition.  Domains are computed from 
multiple sequence alignments that are used to generate hidden 
Markov models.

For each family in Pfam you can:

� Look at multiple alignments 
� View protein domain architectures 
� Examine species distribution 
� Follow links to other databases 
� View known protein structures 
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TIGRfams

TIGRFAMs: a collection of protein families 
featuring curated multiple sequence 
alignments, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) 
and associated information designed to 
support the automated functional 
identification of proteins by sequence 
homology.  Use the TIGRfam page to see

• the curated seed alignment for each TIGRFAM
• the full alignment of all family members

• the cutoff scores for inclusion in each of the TIGRfams.

Also use this page to search through the 
TIGRfams and HMMs 
•for text (TIGRfams Text Search) or 

•for specific sequences (TIGRfams Sequence Search).

http//www.tigr.org/TIGRFAMs/index.shtml
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Domain results

Total score: 859.2
E-value: 2.1 e-255

This is a very positive hit to 
the  RNA ligase domain.

Pfam search:
pfam.janiela.org

View the alignment:

See Glossary for HMM scores
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Verify HMM alignment

Our sequence contains an RNA ligase, Rnl2 family 
domain, with a very strong match. Members of this 
Pfam family ligate (seal breaks in) RNA.
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Superfamily

Superfamily uses SCOP structural domains.
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Superfamily Result
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SignalP
SignalP predicts the presence and location of signal peptide cleavage sites in amino acid sequences from 
different organisms: Gram-positive prokaryotes, Gram-negative prokaryotes, and eukaryotes. 

The method 
incorporates a 
prediction of 
cleavage sites and 
a signal 
peptide/non-signal 
peptide prediction 
based on a 
combination of 
several artificial 
neural networks 
and hidden Markov 
models.

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/
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See Glossary entry for Signal Peptide

SignalP results

Non-secretory
protein
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TargetP
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/

TargetP predicts the subcellular location of 
eukaryotic proteins. 

The location assignment is based on the 
predicted presence of any of the N-terminal 
presequences: 

�chloroplast transit peptide (cTP)

�mitochondrial targeting peptide (mTP)

�secretory pathway signal peptide (SP). 
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TargetP results
The sequence contains a mitochondrial targeting peptide, mTP.

See explanation of TargetP
output in extra slides.
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Transmembrane domains

There are no 
transmembrane 
domains.

See slide 58 for 
explanation of scores
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Annotation of Example 1

BLAST: A protein match at Swiss-Prot is 99% identical, with 2 conservative and one non-
conservative amino acid substitutions.  “RNA-editing ligase TbMP48, mitochondrial precursor” is the 
Swiss-Prot name for this close protein match. 

This mitochondrial precursor of an RNA ligase was identified as a member of a multi-protein complex 
that catalyzes deletion editing in vitro.  It was isolated from an enriched sample of Trypanosoma 
brucei mitochondria by sequential ion-exchange and gel filtration chromatography, followed by 
glycerol gradient sedimentation.  The protein was not functionally characterized, but was identified as 
a member of an RNA-editing complex.  The complex was shown to have RNA-editing function.  
(PMID:11134327)

Domain: Our sequence contains an RNA ligase, Rnl2 family, with a very strong match. Members of 
this family ligate (seal breaks in) RNA.  

Signal sequence: none

Targeting Sequence: It contains a mitochondrial targeting sequence.

Under the standards of the Tri-tryp project, “RNA-ed iting ligase TbMP48, 
mitochondrial precursor,” is a suitable name.
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Evidence from homology searching

Compare sequences of unknown function to those of k nown function.

Shared sequence identity may imply shared function.
� Full-length match with significant identity (>35%)
� Domains and motifs
� Binding sites
� Catalytic sites

But
- there are occurrences where one amino acid substitution changes the function of an enzyme.
- synonymous or “silent” codon substitutions may result in functional differences.*
- Mutations may result in modification or deletion of function.
- all functional assignments made by similarity should be considered tentative until confirmed 

by experiment.

* Kimchi-Sarfaty C, Oh JM, Kim IW, Sauna ZE, Calcagno AM, Ambudkar SV, Gottesman MM.  A "silent" polymorphism in the MDR1 gene changes 
substrate specificity. Science 2007 Jan 26 315(5811):525-8 
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Transitive annotation

A is like B
B is like C
C is like D
D is NOT like A!

Take a conservative approach.  Err on the side of 

missing homology rather than stretching weak data.
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Not experimentally characterized…

� If you have automated annotation results, verify them.

� HMM: is/are the domain hit(s) significant?

� Is there a signal sequence, a targeting sequence?

� Does it belong to a family of proteins or genes?

� What do the homology searches tell you?

The fun begins when you need to draw conclusions ab out genes and
gene products that have not been characterized.

Examine all possible sources of information!
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Example 2

Our second example is an unknown Aedes 
aegypti protein sequence

>unknown_Aedes_aegypti_protein_85aa

MASREAVRRAVQNVRPILSVDREEARKRVLN

LYKAWYRQIPYIVMDYDIPKSVEQCREKLRE

EFLKHKNVTDIRVIDMLVIKGML 
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Example 2: verify gene structure
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Correct the gene structure
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BLASTP

>unknown_Aedes_aegypti_protein_98aa
MASREAVRRAVQNVRPILSVDREEARKRNLYKAWYRQIPYIVMDYDIPKSVE
QCREKLREEFLKHKNVTDIRVIDMLVIKGTVKLNEIMERAQNRA
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BLASTP resultsThere are no significant 
blast hits to characterized 
proteins in the next 17 
hits. 

Some clues in the 
Genbank record that the 
entry is not characterized:

NCBI BLAST Results:
The first match is to itself
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BLASTP results: a hit?

The second protein in the output is a “conceptual 
translation” (86% identical over 98 aa):

NOT 
USEFUL!!
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Characterized match?

� The first hit to an annotated protein is to #6 in 
the list, a Drosophila sequence:
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Evidence for validity of the protein 
it matches?
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Exploring the match
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Drosophila match has transcript 
support
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Match is an expressed protein, 
with LYR domain

After all of that investigation, we have to conclude that this is not a “characterized match.”
We continue down the BLASTP output to #19:
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Investigating this match

This match is at 41% identity over 76% of the 
length of the matching protein sequence:
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Looking at the literature

We now verify that this protein has been 
characterized, and constitutes a valid 
characterized match.
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Example 2: HMM search on our sequence

The second hit,  
FAD_binding_7, is 
short, and has 
poor e-value.

http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/

The first domain, 
Complex1_LYR,     
has good e-value.
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Examine HMM evidence for our sequence
(Belvu tool to display alignment)

http://sonnhammer.sbc.su.se/Belvu.html

View the HMM Alignment:
The “seed” is the set of sequences that are used to make up the statistical 
model of the domain (HMM). Examine our sequence aligned to the SEED (at 
the Pfam site).
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Pfam: Jalview tool to verify alignment to seed

The second domain alignment shows us why the score is low.  Much of 
the sequence of the domain is missing!

http://www.jalview.org/
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Interpro

InterPro:
Our protein belongs 
to this family.  It has 
the domain 
PF05347.

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/
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Prosite
http://ca.expasy.org/prosite/
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Prosite hit for unknown protein

Prosite finds only an 
N-glycosylation site.

Scan of our unknown 
Aedes protein 
sequence for Prosite
motifs, signatures
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SignalP results

There is no signal 
sequence in our unknown 
Aedes aegypti protein 
sequence.
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TargetP results

There is a high probability that 
our unknown Aedes aegypti
sequence is targeted to the 
mitochondrion.
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TMHMM
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/
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TMHMM – Transmembrane Domain

Our sequence is predicted 
to have 2 transmembrane 
domains.

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/
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JCVI Paralogous Families

Our unknown 
protein
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TribeMCL
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/research/cgg/tribe/

Our 
unknown 
protein
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An Overview of Similarity Search Results #1

BLAST: similarity to many NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductases, and one significant hit to 

an experimentally characterized protein: NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha 

subcomplex, 6, 14kDa [Homo sapiens] .  

Domain: PF05347 : Complex 1 protein (LYR family) Good alignment to seed. 
Total score: 72.5 Trusted cutoff: 25.00 Noise cutoff: 24.40 Total expect: 1.5e-18

Proteins in this family have been identified as a component of the higher eukaryotic NADH complex 

and may play a role in Fe/S cluster biogenesis in mitochondria.. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the 

Isd11 protein (Q6Q560_YEAST) has been shown to play a role in Fe/S cluster biogenesis in 

mitochondria.  The family includes proteins from the NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase complex I.

Interpro: Complex 1 LYR protein family

This family of short proteins includes proteins from the NADH-ubiquinone

oxidoreductase complex I. 
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An Overview of Similarity Search Results #2

� Prosite scan found one N-glycosylation site.

� SignalP: no signal sequence found.

� TargetP : There is a high probability that our unknown Aedes aegypti sequence is 
targeted to the mitochondrion.

� TmHMM: The sequence contains 2 probable transmembrane domains.

� Protein Families: Inconclusive, but not inconsistent.  TIGR Paralogous families has 
sequence as a member of a family containing two “putative” NADH dehydrogenases and 
four “conserved hypothetical” proteins.  None of the family members are characterized.  It 
is a member of a TribeMCL cluster with one “putative” NADH dehydrogenase, which is 
not characterized.
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High Confidence Naming

To have high-confidence in precise function, 

you must have:

- At least one good alignment to an experimentally 
characterized protein

- Hits to HMM Above the Trusted Cutoff

- Conserved active sites, binding sites, appropriate 

number of membrane spans, etc.

- If no evidence, name it “hypothetical protein”
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We have a choice of naming this protein after the d omain, 
“LYR motif family protein” or “LYR motif-containing protein, ”
or we could name it after the human NADH dehydrogenase

(ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 6 protein .  However, to have 
confidence that our protein MIGHT have the same fun ction, 
we would need better than a 41% match.  One option would 
be to call it “NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) subun it, 
putative.”

Our curator might call it 
“LYR motif family protein” – or “hypothetical
protein.”

Example 2: Functional assignment
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Curation Input via Manatee

Gene name

Gene product name

Gene symbol

EC number

Internal coments

Public comments

1.6.5.3

41% identity to NADH dehydrogenase
(ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 6 (EC 1.6.5.3) 
(Homo sapiens); strong hit to Pfam: PF05347: 
Complex 1 protein (LYR family); TmHMM:  2 
transmembrane helices predicted; one N-
glycosylation site.

LYR motif family protein, putative        
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Community Annotation
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MANATEE

� All of the searches shown are 
available in a Manatee 
installation, with a database and 
computational pipeline.

� Navigation, inspection & 
curation of gene products
� Gene/Gene products
� GO Assignments

� Available at:
� http://manatee.sourceforge.net
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Questions?
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BLAST E-value vs P-value

Probability Versus Expectation
While NCBI-BLAST reports an Expect, WU-BLAST reports both the E-

value and a P-value. An E-value tells you how many alignments 
with a given score are expected by chance. A P-value tells you 
how often you can expect to see such an alignment.

These measures are interchangeable:
P =1- e –E

E = –ln(1 – P)
For values of less than 0.001, the E-value and P-value are essentially 

identical.

Source: O’Reilly BLAST (2003), Chapter 4.

Further Reading:
Ian Korf, Mark Yandell and Joseph Bedell, BLAST, O’Reilly
& Associates, Inc., 2003.

BLAST EBLAST EBLAST EBLAST E----value value value value vsvsvsvs PPPP----valuevaluevaluevalue
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SignalP output
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TargetP output

� One score for each possible location is presented, along with the name and length of the submitted 
sequence(s). 

� C : Chloroplast, i.e. the sequence contains a chloroplast transit peptide, cTP

� M : Mitochondrion, i.e. the sequence contains a mitochondrial targeting peptide, mTP

� S : Secretory pathway, i.e. the sequence contains a signal peptide, 

� SP _ : any other location 

� * : "don't know". This character appears if cutoff restrictions were demanded and the winning network 
output score for a sequence was BELOW the requested cutoff for that category. The asterisk shows that 
no prediction was done by TargetP (although the output scores and RCs are presented also for these 
sequences). 

� Location with the highest score is the most likely one according to TargetP, and the relation between the 
scores (the reliability class, see below) may be an indication of how certain the prediction is. The 
reliability class (RC) is a measure of the size of the difference (diff) between the highest (winning) and 
the second highest output scores. 

� The lower value on the RC, the safer the prediction  on that particular sequence. There are 5 
reliability classes, defined as follow: RC 1: diff > 0.800 RC 2: 0.800 > diff > 0.600 RC 3: 0.600 > dif f 
> 0.400 RC 4: 0.400 > diff > 0.200 RC 5: 0.200 > di ff 

� If cleavage site prediction is opted for, the predicted length of the presequence (if any was predicted) 
appears in the rightmost column. The actual cleavage site prediction is performed by SignalP for SPs, 
and by ChloroP for cTPs. The mTP cleavage site prediction, however, is a TargetP-unique feature. The 
cutoffs for each of the categories are shown. Default is no cutoffs, but that can be changed on the 
submission page. 
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TMHMM output

TMHMM statistics: 

� Length: the length of the protein sequence. 

� Number of predicted TMHs: The number of predicted transmembrane 
helices. 

� Exp number of AAs in TMHs: The expected number of amino acids 
intransmembrane helices. If this number is larger than 18 it is very likely 
to be a transmembrane protein (OR have a signal peptide). 

� Exp number, first 60 AAs: The expected number of amino acids in 
transmembrane helices in the first 60 amino acids of the protein. If this 
number more than a few, you should be warned that a predicted 
transmembrane helix in the N-term could be a signal peptide. 

� Total prob of N-in: The total probability that the N-term is on the 
cytoplasmic side of the membrane. 

� POSSIBLE N-term signal sequence: a warning that is produced when 
"Exp number, first 60 AAs" is larger than 10. 


